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Manual inspection

Listening sticks and noise correlators:
• Labour intensive
• Accuracy depends on the operator’s experience
• Not suitable for burst localisation in a reasonably large area

Acoustic and Transient methods
Acoustic methods:
• Analyse the signal features such as intensity and
correlation;
• The detection range is limited by the clarity and
correlation of acoustic signals.
Kang et al., 2018. Novel Leakage Detection by Ensemble CNN-SVM and Graph-Based
Localization in Water Distribution Systems. IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics, 65(5),
4279-4289.

Transient methods:
• Analyse the propagation of burst-induced transients
• The background noise or other activities may shadow
the burst-induced transient signals, especially in
complex networks.
Srirangarajan et al., 2013. Wavelet-based burst event detection and localization in water
distribution systems. Journal of Signal Processing Systems, 72(1), 1-16.

Additional measurements are required
Not suitable for burst localisation in a reasonably large area

Data driven approaches

Burst detection at DMA levels
(Wu et al., 2016)

Localisation into hundreds of
meters/ several tens of pipes
(Romano et al., 2013)

Accuracy is insufficient for timely repair of pipe bursts
• Wu, Y., Liu, S., Wu, X., Liu, Y., & Guan, Y., 2016. Burst detection in district metering areas using a data driven clustering algorithm. Water Research, 100, 28-37.
• Romano, M., Kapelan, Z., & Savić, D. A., 2013. Geostatistical techniques for approximate location of pipe burst events in water distribution systems. Journal of
Hydroinformatics, 15(3), 634-651.

Filling the research gap
SCADA flow/pressure based localisation:

Large district/ Limited accuracy
Deep learning
Accurate localisation of pipe
bursts within a DMA

Manual inspection/ Accoustic or
transient based localisation:

Not suitable for large district/
High accuracy

New
approach

Mobile
Pressure meters
• Easy to install
• Less costly

Overcoming the insensitivity:

Mobile meters, Smart analysis

Burst

Burst

Traditional:

Our approach:

• Fixed sensors placed in advance
• Key features could be masked by
normal fluctuations

• Use mobile/additional sensors
• Holistic analysis of key (pressure)
features for a longer period at different
locations
• Pattern recognition using big data

Deep Learning: CNN
Traditional Artifical Neural
Networks (ANNs):
• Limited number of
hidden layers restricted
its performance

Convolutional Neural
Networks:
• More hidden layers/
Automatic feature
extractors
• Very complex techniques
to learn the key features

• LeCun, Y., Bengio, Y., & Hinton, G., 2015. Deep learning. Nature, 521, 436. doi:10.1038/nature14539

Deep Learning: DenseNet
CNNs can be deeper, thus more accurate and efficient to train if they have shorter connections
between former layers and latter layers (Srivastava et al., 2015)

Dense Connectivity:
• Improves flow of information
• Intensifies propagation of features
• Encourages feature reuse

Fully-linear DenseNet
Fully-Linear DenseNet (FL-DenseNet):

Differ from DenseNet by
replacing convolutional layers
with linear connections

BLIFF：implementation
•
•
•
•
•
•
Training •

Training epoch: (default as) 120
Number of samples per pipe: 1800
Pipe roughness uncertainty: 10(Cw)
Nodal demand uncertainty: 10%
Burst intensity: (10%,30%) of the
pipe cross-sectional area
Data collection duration: 24 hours
Number of meters: 4

Four dense blocks with 8, 16, 16,
and 12 dense layers respectively

Case1: Anytown network

• Training epoch: the number of times that FL-DenseNet
repeatedly learns the same training data set
• Processing each epoch takes about 3.5 minutes on an
common laptop

Optimal sensor placement:
Four cases：1, 2, 3, 4 sensors
At least 85% of nodes are covered ( 𝜵𝒒 𝑯
𝟎. 𝟎𝟐) by no less than 2 meters
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Model uncertainty impact

Performance measure:
•
: pipe with the
highest probability is
the true burst pipe
•
: top five pipes
include the true
burst pipe

Wellcalibrated
model

Poorlycalibrated
model

Impact of different parameters

5%-10% of pipe area,
a 200mm pipe with
30m pressure

Case 2: Real life network (China)

A burst happens in
this area

The whole network:

The potential burst district:

•
•
•

•
•
•

567 pipes (total length is147km)
480 junctions and 4 reservoirs
660 litres per second

58 potential burst pipes
4 mobile pressure meters
100mm-400mm diameters

Case2: Single burst
• 37 of 58 pipes are accurately targeted;
(shown as green in Figure a)
(acc1 = 64%)
• 20 of 58 pipes are included in the top
five likely locations;
(shown as yellow in Figure a)
(acc5 = 99%)
• Only one pipe fails to be correctly
located, however, BLIFF successfully
narrows the burst to a very small
area.

Case 2: Multiple bursts

•
•
•
•

Two bursts simultaneously occur;
FL-DenseNet is trained by data with only one burst;
Result: acc1 = 29%, acc5 = 77%.
Lower accuracy is expected as WDN is a nonlinear system thus the impact of two bursts is
not the sum of two single bursts

Comparison with other ANNs
Dense blocks
FL-DenseNet
FL-DenseNet (sigmoid)
DenseNet
FLNN

4
4
4
-

Layers in dense
blocks
8, 16, 24, 16
8, 16, 24, 16
6, 12, 24, 16
(3)

Hidden layer
type
Linear
Linear
Convolutional
Linear

Activation
function
ReLU
Sigmoid
ReLU
ReLU

Learning rate
0.1
0.15
0.0005
0.00002

The hyper-parameters of the ANNs are the optimal parameters identified from a series of trials.

acc1 (%)
acc5 (%)

•
•

FL-DenseNet
61.23
98.38

Limited improvement on
results.
using sigmoid is less
computationally efficient

FL-DenseNet (sigmoid)
62.35
98.58

•
•

DenseNet
30.87
66.75

Accuracy is only about half
of the FL-DenseNet
Demonstrate the validity of
replacing the convolutional
layers by linear layers

FLNN
42.43
82.22

•
•

Seems acceptable
Performance very
sensitive to settings of
the hyper-parameters

Towards practical application:
Real-time BLIFF

Deep learning
in advance

Data collection
for shorter
duration

Install additional,
fixed meters

Real-time
implementation
More suitable for
small networks/
networks with DMAs

Near real-time
burst localisation

Conclusions
 Accurate predictions can be achieved based on pressure
signals using FL-DenseNet. The pressure meters are cheaper
than flow meters and easier to install, indicating the
practicality of BLIFF for real-life applications.
 BLIFF is trained using data generated from hydraulic models,
but is found to be robust to high model uncertainties.
 The prediction accuracy is high under a wide range of
parameter settings of BLIFF, highlighting its robustness for
effective burst localisation.
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